Let Tit) he a strongly continuous semigroup of operators on a Banach space into itself, and let W7(5; T( •)/) be the rectified modulus of continuity in [0, L] given by:
(1) WL(h; T(-)f) = {sup||r(/) -T7)||, \t-s\ <8,0St,s<L}.
Trying to answer a question mentioned by P. Butzer and H. Berens where 2' and 2" are the sums on all k ^ 0 satisfying \k-it/r)\ St1*-1 and I k -it/r)\ >tt_1, respectively, for some fixed 7, 0<7<l/2. For 2" we use the estimate given in [2] . We recall that for X, n^O, where K does not depend on t. Remark 2. It was shown in [2] that the result above is best possible up to a constant.
